
 
 

Minutes 
 

Meeting: Business Programme Board 

Date/Time: Monday, 14 September 2020 at 9.00 am. 

Venue: Held virtually via Zoom. 

 
Members Present:  

Richard Shaw (Chair) (Ellis Patents), Sue Jefferson (Deputy Chair) (Possibilities Realised), 

David Dickson (NPIF Regional Advisory Board), David McBeth (University of York), Lee 

Viney (Innovate UK), Steve Garcia (Department for International Trade), Andrew Swift 

(FERA Science) and Carolyn Frank (Federation Small Businesses). 

 

Secretariat: 

James Farrar (Chief Operating Officer), Sarah Barkey (Leadership Support Officer),  

Andrew Raby (Growth Hub Manager), Katie Thomas (Senior Strategy Manager – Low 

Carbon and Environment), David Ryden (Programme Manager Economic Response) and 

Sarah Thomas (Enterprise Office Inward Investment), Paul Clark (Governance and 

Assurance Manager). 

  

Apologies for Absence:  

Ian Walker (Ian Walker Accountants), Jane Coope (BRIDGE Employment Law & HR 

Specialists), Mark Wilcockson (NPIF British Business Bank) and Stephen Gregory 

(Huddersfield University),  

 

 

BPB20-19 Chair’s Welcome and Introduction  
The Chair welcomed everyone to the zoom meeting  

BPB20-20 Apologies for Absence Apologies received from Ian Walker, Jane 
Coope, Mark Wilcockson and Stephen Gregory. 
 

BPB20-21 Declarations of Interest 
None 

 

BPB20-22 Minutes of the Last Meeting 
 
Decision:  
That the minutes of the meeting held on 7 July 2020 be approved.  
 

BPB20-23 Matters Arising – Action Plan 
Action no Nov19 - AP2 owner CF- to check if there is data available to 
share carried forward to September meeting. Closed as links to 
information to be circulated by SB 
Action no Nov19 - AP4 owner JF Workforce skills delivery Initiatives under 
review and carried forward to September. Completed following today’s 
paper.  
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Action no Jan20 – AP1 owner JF and PC to review meeting venues in 
September. Closed due to meetings being held indefinitely by Zoom 
due to Covid.  
Action no May20-AP1 JF to investigate further cash for Bio-economy 
feasibility Studies. Closed as Covered in Low carbon update paper.  
Action no May20-AP2 JT to bring Bio Yorkshire paper to September 
Board. Closed as agenda item 9.  
Action no July20 AP1 - A report will be brought back to the board with the 
effectiveness of Shop appy.  
Action no July20 AP2 - KT- To produce three sentences on carbon 
reduction that can be shared to use with stakeholders 
 

BPB20-24 Growth Hub (GH) Update 
The Growth Hub Manager talked through the tracker at Annex A of the 
papers.  
 
ShopAppy now has 100 businesses registered and has been launched in 
five towns to the public. There is a good numbers of B-C businesses, the 
GH have also made sure that there were products available before 
launching. There were 55 sales worth £1,300 in the last week.  
 
As part of the Start-Up Programme there will be four start up workshops 
with two being hosted by Pop Up Business School in November and 
December.   
 
The post for the Scarborough Borough Relationship Manager has gone 
back out to advert and is due to close shortly. 
 
The Growth Hub Manager talked through the graphics in Annex D 
explaining that going forward the information from these will be able to be 
used live at meetings.  
 
BEIS are looking at delivering new funding through the Growth Hub, which 
confirms the Growth Hub is the Governments main method of support for 
businesses.  
 
Going forward the Growth Hub Manager is working on presenting a plan 
on a page, and plans to align this with the projects rather than the high, 
medium and low intensity markers.  
 
David Dickson thanked the Growth Hub manager for his good report. 
Explaining that his area of concern is the survival of businesses and will 
there be some comms for Bounce back loans as the deadline in 4 
November 2020, along with some case studies? The Growth Hub manager 
has said this can be looked at. The Chair has suggested a banner on the 
website. It was noted that we should be doing case studies on this.  
 
David Dickson explained that he had an NPiF meeting this week and will 
be discussing the best way to get the money out.  
 
The board noted the confusion, as there are two different Kickstart 
schemes with the same name. In addition, can there be a simplified menu 
of what is available including the Bounce Back loan. The Growth Hub 
manager said that there had been over 1000 expressions of interests for 
Kickstart.  
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The Chair explained that businesses do not have time to look around on 
the website to find what they need. It was noted that some of the spend 
from uplift will be to help the customer journey.  
 
The Deputy Chair said they were pleased to see the programme focus on 
take up and feedback as it gets that flavour on what works well. There will 
be also be an automated process to contact businesses in three and six 
months’ time.  
 
Decision 
The board noted progress and approved the proposed programmes for the 
delivery of Growth Hub support in line with the uplifted funding allocation.  
 

BPB20-25 Low Carbon Circular Economy and Grow Yorkshire Update  
The Senior Strategy Manager – Low Carbon and Environment gave talked 
through a presentation as a summary of the paper.  
 
Following on from action no July20AP2, to produce three sentences on 
carbon reduction that can be shared to use with stakeholders.  
Para 5.5 in the Low Carbon Circular Economy and Grow Yorkshire 
Update, has the three sentences. The Deputy Chair suggested a bolder 
approach as we have all of the assets if the region is to be carbon 
negative. In addition, the road map work is excellent and should be 
highlighted in order to work with Businesses and Local Authorities to make 
immediate differences.   
 
The Low Carbon delivery plan to be brought to the November meeting.  
 
Grow Yorkshire - Mark Blakeston has now been in post since April and has 
been working on a refresh of Grow Yorkshire. Including working on an 
implementation plan with partners. 
 
Sustainable Innovation Grants SBRI grants- The Chief Operating Officer 
has asked if it is possible to find out why Seagrown has been 
unsuccessful. 
 
David Dickson asked if there could be a paper at the November meeting 
on Drax’s Carbon Capture technology, noting that subsidies for Biomass 
were outside of the LEP’s control. Also to bring the offshore wind service 
industry to this area as inward investment.  
 
Green homes - the board asked if the LEP could be linked in to this or will 
it be via the LAs? Carolyn Frank explained that small businesses have 
said it is hard to apply to be accredited for this scheme, is there anything 
the LEP can do? This will be brought up at the Energy Hub meeting later 
on 14 September.  
 
Decisions:  
The Board noted the progress on this agenda. 
The Board agreed that a full delivery plan review for the November board.  
 
Action: September01 - Low Carbon delivery plan to be brought to the 
November meeting.  
 

BPB20-26 Inward Investment  
Sarah Thomas the Enterprise Officer for Inward Investment gave a 
presentation on inward investment. 
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The COO clarified that some resources are DiT funded and should carry 
on. 
The LEP has to be clear what we go after and only look at projects that will 
be successful.  
 
A strategy is needed to narrow attention to what sites are available and 
can be pursued. 
 
Sarah Thomas explained that the CAM decision for funding is due in 
November.  
 
Steve Garcia said that LCR employed an external team funded by DiT.  
 
The Deputy Chair said that this was a good opportunity to think, look and 
prioritise. David Dickson said the LEP needs to focus on what the area 
has. As Leeds has sixteen people and Y&NY only have one, a paper about 
resources is required.  
 
It was noted that most Inward Investment is from SME’s growth. LCR has 
grants available that we do not have.  
 
Andrew Swift said that after the strong piece on Circular Economy, some 
of the inward investment is against this. The lithium batteries and plastic 
moulding.  
 
Sarah Thomas updated the board on the High Potential Opportunity (HPO) 
– Controlled Environment Agriculture 
The High Potential Opportunity scheme, coordinated by the Department 
for International Trade, identifies opportunities to attract foreign direct 
investment into emerging sectors, regions and clusters – creating new jobs 
and growth. 
A HPO round 2 submission from Leeds City Region and Y&NY was 
accepted by the HPO team. One of only 19 HPOs, which were approved 
nationally. They will start the development of each accepted HPO with a 
kick-off workshop with Y&NY LEP, DiT Partnership Managers, sector 
specialists, UK Regions, IST and any relevant representatives from local 
business/industry and academia. These workshops are designed to 
establish a common understanding of the HPO’s commercial opportunity, 
the underpinning capabilities and any supporting information or resources 
that would be needed for its development. 
As a result of this there needs to be the capacity in place at Y&NY to work 
with this unique opportunity to showcase Y&NY to a global investor 
market. 
 
KAM- DiT run a contract to deliver Key Account Management of Foreign 
owned companies, usually via a LEP team. Leeds City Region currently 
manage a portfolio of companies via the investor development team. In 
April 2021, the North Yorkshire and York companies will be handed over to 
Y&NY LEP To account manage. 
DiT may be able to part/fully fund this post (will find this out mid October) 
Some information regarding the KAM roles from Leeds which will back up 
the validity of Y&NY picking this up; 
 
The Growth Hub manager explained that Sarah Thomas is part of his team 
and has been working on recovery projects. However, would like to give 
Sarah a vote of thanks and asked the board to note that Sarah is 
constrained by the LA’s, the time is right for a strategic approach. 
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The board noted it is time for a more strategic approach. The board noted 
a need to be targeted and that this paper has brought the issues to 
attention.  
 
Decisions: The Board is asked to note and comment on progress.  

Action: Paper on Inward Investment resource.  
  

BPB20-27 Bio Yorkshire presentation  
The Deputy Chair showed a presentation on Bio Yorkshire, with Andrew 
Swift talking through the YNY Circular Economy Data Hub Slides. 
 
Andrew Swift explained to the board that Ocado are working in partnership 
with Fera Science Ltd under the BioYorkshire initiative to install a 
‘Research Cube’ at the York Biotech Campus site at Sand Hutton as an 
item of national research infrastructure for the UK. The ‘Cube’ will apply 
unique robotic and digital process automation at scale to controlled 
environment agricultural systems and alternative protein production to 
accelerate the growth of these industries at scale. 
 
The Cube sits alongside two other Fera led assets under BioYorkshire; the 
Packaging and Data Centres all of which are aimed at helping the region 
achieve net zero carbon goals a decade ahead of national commitment 
whilst optimizing sustainable food production for the UK. 
 
The Deputy Chair explained that to become a centre of excellence for the 
Bio economy discussions must take place with to Civil Servants. Local 
MPs are supportive and will be going toward the spending review.  
 
The board noted a need to get this to government with a good persuasive 
story. The area has rural, FERA and the Universities. This needs to hit the 
target with Government for the budget. It was noted this needs to link in 
with the Inward Investment agenda.  
 
 
The Deputy Chair and Lee Viney are to speak outside of the meeting 
regarding consultation with UKRI Innovate.  
 
The Chair said this had been a very good presentation.  
 

BPB20-18 AOB  
The COO explained that the COVID economic response plan is out for 
consultation and is due to close today.  This is an 18-month plan to be 
back on track to the LIS. This plan will be shared with the board following 
the consultation and we have the final plan.  
 
The COO gave a verbal update on Devolution. 
 
Steve Garcia updated the board on the recruitment of a Agri tech Sector 
Specialist, who will be starting at the end of September to work across 
North Yorkshire and Humber. There will also be levelling up money to 
support LEPs. Steve also discussed with the Growth Hub manager the 
building up of contacts and relationships with businesses. Who explained 
that the Growth Hub have an Intermediary email and other Comms that we 
can use.  
 
Steve Garcia also explained that if there is a BREXIT no deal situation 
they would be giving EU Transition sessions, which will be practical 
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support. There will more help with either a no deal or how to export with a 
deal.  
 
There will be more information following the 15 October.  
 
 

 New actions  
Action: September 01- Low Carbon delivery plan to be brought to the 
November meeting.  
 
 

 

 

Meeting concluded at approximately 10.47 am 


